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Our purpose in publishing a sampling of the correspondence we have received, in the words
of Arthur W. Pink:
“…the time has again arrived for us to indicate to our loyal supporters before the Throne of
Grace something of the manner and extent to which the Hearer of prayer has been pleased to
grant their requests.”
“Our object in compiling this…feature is to evoke praise and thanksgiving on the part of
those who are most deeply interested in this work, by quoting excerpts from some of the
letters at hand telling of help and blessing received, under God…”
“Our purpose…is to evoke praise unto the Lord, that in this cloudy and dark day He is still
ministering to His own, giving seed to the Sower, and then blessing the same unto the eater.
We know not why the mighty God should condescend to use one so feeble and unworthy;
sufficient for us that He is pleased to do so. Our longing is to be used more widely, in
sending ‘portions’ to a large number of Christ’s scattered and hungry sheep. Will you not
pray more definitely, dear reader, that this may be so; and that God will graciously fit and
furnish the writer.”

Thank you for the many blessings I have received from your ministry…
England

Thank you for the wake up call to prayer [the pamphlet Morning Prayer]! How we
need to hear this exhortation to pray! I pray, but not as I should, I must confess!
Thank you for the encouragement! By God’s grace I hope to be more consistent in
prayer! God bless you.
United States

It is a great pamphlet [Morning Prayer]. I have downloaded and printed it. Thank
you brother.
Kenya

The general re-writing of history is widespread. Unfortunately... for many years I saw
it as just a localised agenda to push women’s rights, to demonize all past white
exploration and to de-christianise our beginnings.... It has only been in more recent
years that I’ve realised the global approach and agenda of re-writing all histories and
many more aspects...
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My mother came from a Roman Catholic family and both my parents came to the
sovereign grace truths in the early 1960s. So they always referred to the Roman
church as the antichrist.... However, as time went on, ministers and church
members, whilst still saying the Roman church was bad would say the pope may not
necessarily prove to be the antichrist and that the Roman church was no more bad
than any other Arminian church.... We were perplexed and frustrated by this change.
In time, we discovered the work of the Illuminati, the freemasons and various other
secret societies. In more recent years the global increase, spread and acceptance
of the Roman institution as THE church was clear but I couldn’t see how it was linked
with the secret societies, nor could I see the political intrigues. I still saw one as
secular and one as the religious realm.
Recently, in Australia, like many western countries we have seen the rise of Islam
and its push for more say in the laws and the running of our countries.
Consequently, I was drawn to your book on multiculturalism.... This led me to your
ministry site. What a welcome eye-opener and blessing. God is always good and
always blessing his people but sometimes we see his help “writ large”. It was one of
those
moments.
Naturally, I devoured much on the Roman institution. For the first time, I was made
aware of how it has been so deeply involved in/directing politics throughout the world
and in history. I could see the direct link, through the Jesuits to the secret societies,
to their very beginnings. At last I’d found not only a minister who was prepared to
say [and] who could show how [the pope of Rome has] always been THE antichrist.
Yes, there are some ministers who do declare him to be the antichrist but I’ve not
come across any (in my limited experience) who also hold to the sovereign grace
doctrines and not to pre- or post-millennium viewpoints. You were able to show his
working through history, within so many countries, globally and as to how he has
always been and still is Satan’s primary tool in trying to bring down God. Well, for
me it has been a joy to read your papers and I’m very grateful to you... and above all
to God. It also makes me very prayerful for my children and grandchildren. God,
however, is still on his throne, Christ has won the victory.
As to Africa. Australia tends to be far more “looking out” than the US, perhaps
because of our longtime cultural cringe attitude. Consequently, we do get quite a bit
of African news and we were taught African history, albeit from an entirely British
historical viewpoint. From your papers, now I can see how we have swallowed the
whole apartheid propaganda and are totally unaware of the political destruction of
the African countries and the consequent or simultaneous creep of Islam.... We all,
really, are victims of the relentless propaganda of the wolf in sheep’s clothing.
I had learnt about the evil of Rwanda but not at all from the perspective of how
implicit the Roman institution was within it...
The concept of liberation theology and how Romanism and Communism is so linked
at present has been a welcome relief. Relief? Strange to say that about something
so evil but to learn how the Romish institution has deliberately concocted this idea to
further its global agenda has been to finally find some lost pieces to a puzzle. I
couldn’t see how the secret societies linked to Rome and I didn’t understand at all
about the political/Roman link, nor the Communist/Islamic link in South America and
Africa respectively...
Your clarity of thought and precision of historical information and your zeal to
disseminate these thoughts is a wonderful gift in this present world. Sadly, as you
also thoroughly point out, the rise of Charismatic, New Age and just plain nonchurches is rife. Alongside that, Reformed churches and those with the privilege of
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the doctrines of grace and Protestant truths are either too distracted by fighting to
stay alive or have imbibed doctrines that are more to do with “building up from within”
by seeking large families...
Your site has been like fresh waters flowing on a parched, wrinkled land. It has been
wonderful to find papers written from a true Christian, Protestant perspective but with
a global, historical viewpoint, seemingly thoroughly researched, prayerfully
considered, disseminated with a fierce zeal for God’s people to have knowledge and
above all, for no personal glory but to encourage people to earnestly seek salvation
from God, through Christ alone. That is rare today.
We seem to have found you quite late, too. We notice many posts dating back to
2004 and 2006. This makes us realise that you must have clearly seen much of this
for a long time.... You must have seen such a decline since then and the world, as a
whole, goes on with no more understanding than before. It must, at times, be
disheartening.... But for what little it is worth, we have heard you and will continue to
pray for God’s sustaining power.
Praise God that he has given you the insights and understandings that He has and
that we have the Net (so awful in some hands) as a tool to spread the Gospel to
such a needy world.
We are looking forward to your books and to continue reading your welcome site.
Australia

Thank you so much for your timely, well-written article Persecution Increasing in
South Africa... this whole issue of “same-sex marriage” and how Christians (and
even non-Christians who oppose it) are being persecuted and victimized is a
relevant, hot topic in the U.S. It’s a tragedy that we even have to debate the subject
of marriage because for centuries upon centuries marriage (biblically, historically and
even culturally) has always been understood/defined as a union between a man and
a woman, and clearly the Lord has NOT redefined it. But sadly, this is what’s
happening in the U.S.... this is an absolute outrage and more and more Christians (in
particular) are being persecuted and are having their constitutional rights violated
and assaulted by the fierce, unrelenting pro-sodomite machine.
For example, as the Washington Times reported not too long ago: “Coeur d’Alene,
Idaho, city officials have laid down the law to Christian pastors within their
community, telling them bluntly via an ordinance that if they refuse to marry
homosexuals, they will face jail time and fines.” Can you believe it? In another case,
a cake shop owner, Jack Phillips (a professing Christian) got caught in the legal
cross-hairs when he refused to bake a wedding cake for a sodomite couple. His
case went to court and the judge ruled against him, ordering him to serve the couple
anyway – even though it violated his religious beliefs and his right (as a business
owner). Furthermore, according to the Alliance Defending Freedom group, Mr.
Phillips was told, “he must not discriminate when making wedding cakes… that he
needed to ‘re-educate his staff that Colorado’s Anti-Discrimination Act means that
artists must endorse same-sex marriage regardless of their religious beliefs.’” Since
the ruling, the cake shop owner has stopped taking all wedding cake orders – to
avoid controversy. But still the strategic targeting of various Christian-owned
businesses continues in an attempt to force the acceptance of a repugnant, sinful
“life-style” that no true Christian can or will ever accept. It’s so sad.
Last year, we even had a situation right here in my own home town whereby this
lesbian couple was trying to force a fitness center owner to allow them to qualify
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under the family membership pricing because they said they were engaged (and
living together along with their children as a family). Praise the Lord, that (so far) in
the state of Texas there is no recognition of “same-sex marriage,” so these women
had no case and no legal legs to stand on. However, that didn’t stop them and their
supporters from protesting and bad mouthing the fitness center owner....
And isn’t it ironic that those who stand on God’s Word concerning marriage are
called the haters, when the militant pro-sodomite lobby are the ones doing the most
hateful and intolerant things? After all, they could care less if shop owners, chapel
directors, photographers, etc., lose their businesses or have their livelihoods
severely threatened/attacked. It’s the worst and most costly kind of harassment –
and yet our government is trampling the Constitution and allowing the harassment to
prevail. It seems that they will not stop until the reality of freedom of speech,
freedom of religion and all of our other constitutional rights are completely stripped
away. Typical socialist/communist tactic, all right, where eventually everybody loses.
You are definitely right, Shaun, these are dark days and trying times, indeed, for the
people of God, particularly in the other forms of persecution that your article
mentioned, such as the eroding away of parental rights. We must “pray without
ceasing” (1 Thess. 5:17) and stay the course. Thank you, once again, for sounding
the alarm so clearly. May the Lord keep us all strong, alert, and covered by His
grace to weather this spiritual storm.
United States

Your sermons on Daniel and Revelation are a wonderful blessing. I must order new
copies as they are such a great blessing to pass to others.
England

Good warning to be awake to the subtle danger behind the scenes [the pamphlet
Bible Prophecy Speaks of Popery].
Spain

These precious sermons are such a joy and comfort, specially in these days when
life is not so easy [the CDs on The Prophecies of Daniel and The Book of
Revelation]. We have believed the truth of prophecy [the Historicist interpretation]
for so many years and it is wonderful beyond words to hear it preached and adding
so much, specially historical information I did not know. Having all this work in book
form would be wonderful, I would so love to give to others.... heartfelt thanks for your
kind fellowship and faithful ministry, more precious than gold to the hearts of those
who love Him, and eagerly await His coming or calling to their heavenly home.
England

Thank you for continually exposing the truth about Catholicism. I personally know
also what Rome was and still is. I myself was a nun. I was forced into this religion
by my father, for eight years. I have read of Charles Chiniquy. He became a strong
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man for the truth also. The Catholic Church is not a branch of the true church. I
stand with you to protest and sound the alarm.
Country unknown (by email)
It is a time when the Lord’s faithful ministers need all the support possible, as
apostacy increases, and it seems now to reach new depths with the “new Calvinists”
showing that even those who know the Bible well, and should surely see through the
deception, are being carried away by it, and no doubt taking multitudes with them, as
did Billy Graham a good many years ago now. There can be no greater blessing
than being of some service to the Lord’s people, and specially those who feed us
with the finest of the wheat.
England
Thanks for the article [The Green Goddess: Radical Environmentalism and “Mother
Earth” Idolatry].... The article was very informative and gave all the Biblical principles
in light of conservation versus the brainwashing greens. The first verse summed up
the entire article. The more we trust in men the farther we go off the perfection of
God’s creation and it all ends up with the Marxist greens.
United States

Thank you for the pamphlets, and I just want to thank you for dealing with the matter
of contraception [the pamphlet Christian Couples and Contraception], which my
husband says is so necessary for Christian married couples. There is such a great
need for this to be biblically dealt with, and my husband has frequently enquired as
to why it is that no Pastor is willing to deal with it. So we thank you, and I am sure
many would so appreciate your handling of this delicate matter. God richly bless
you.
England

Listings such as this [the pamphlet Roman Catholic List of Heresies], and your
writings, exposing the Roman Catholic organization as antichrist are of important
learning for the children of God who have been born again, and thereby made to
hunger and thirst after the truth, as it is in Christ Jesus, in learning both true history,
doctrine and practice. Thank you, and may it be His graciousness that you may
carry on in South Africa to write and transmit His message throughout the world.
United States

[This] writing by Elder Shaun Willcock of South Africa [Islamic Threat Against Rome
in the Light of Bible Prophecy] has a perspective of historical events, especially in
Europe and Africa and the Middle East, and in light of current world events
surrounding the Islamic brutalities, has a ring of paramount importance throughout
the world today.
United States
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This is a good article [Islamic Threat Against Rome in the Light of Bible Prophecy].
You had me crying at the end thinking of our Lord returning! We haven't listened to
Rev 18 - 20 yet, but very much look forward to it. Your analysis of Muslims taking
over some European nations and they being the horns that destroy the Whore
makes a lot of sense. Wow, we are living in exciting, yet dangerous, times.
United States

I found [Islamic Threat Against Rome in the Light of Bible Prophecy] extremely
helpful in further identifying the times in which we live, according to Scripture. It is
extremely important to accurately promote the Word of God as and when the Lord
provides us with the opportunity, particularly as the Lord places a responsibility on
those who fear His Name by saying “ye are my witnesses”. I feel the article referred
to is extremely solemn and important for all to read who profess to be followers of
the Lord.... Undoubtedly we are living in the very last days, prior to Christ’s return
and therefore it is increasingly important, I feel, for us to promote the Word of God,
particularly to warn as many as possible with regard to the fulfilment of prophecy.
England

I have started listening again to your Revelation sermons and trying to study and
take in – if not remember – at least some of the teaching! I am presently on the
letters to the churches – how much valuable and needful instruction there is in them
for us as churches and individuals. How we need the Holy Spirit to instruct us and
enable us to stand in these dark, evil days – particularly so when persecution
comes.... to be able to trust and esteem it an honour to follow in the suffering
footsteps of the dear Lord. Impossible for human nature!
England
[We] are “escapees” from Rome.... We have some lovely friends who also
“escaped”. Your books have gone to them and they are passing them on to family
and friends. Your books and teaching pack the very needed punch!
England

I am a greatly concerned South African, thank you so much for the information,
99.9% of what I read I didn’t know. This Mandela was a devil... The problem is that
most South African citizens are not following God hence they don’t have the love of
the truth because they have rejected The Truth, the Lord Jesus Christ. They keep
telling me that Mandela freed them, this is blasphemy of course! They ignore that
everything is decreed by God.... They have put their hopes on this man who died
and went to Hell rather than Jesus...
South Africa

Recently in [online] discussions relating to the pope, I shared some excerpts from
your article The Present Pope, Like Every Pope before Him, Is THE ANTICHRIST,
and directed readers to your website as well. I plan on posting this in connection
with all pope-related articles, of which there are many. Hopefully your commentary
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will encourage some to give these solemn matters their thoughtful and prayerful
consideration. I am quite certain that it will also generate some hate mail as well
from Catholic apologists.
United States

Bible Based Ministries
info@biblebasedministries.co.uk
www.biblebasedministries.co.uk
Providing teaching from the Word of God, and a biblical exposure of the Papal system
and all that is associated with it

WORLDWIDE CONTACT:

Contending for the Faith Ministries
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